
 

 

 HEREFORDSHIRE & MID-WALES SECTION 

NEWSLETTER 

 
……………Issue 52 - 2 – SEPTEMBER 2020…………… 

Editor Geoff McGladdery  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
All planned section events listed here are expected 

to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee 

that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning 

purposes only. We will continue to update the 

calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at 

the time and any supplementary advice from the 

VMCC. You can be assured that the health and 

welfare of section members will be our only priority. 

 

PAST EVENTS 
Thursday Sep 3rd – Club night (West) - The 

Greyhound Hotel, Builth Wells,  

Good to see so many people riding to the 

Greyhound. Roger Bibbings, Mike Smith and Geoff 

McGladdery deserved credit for their 3 hour “Bumpy 

to Builth” ride from Colwall (near Malvern), taking in 

as many off-road sections as possible and sticking to 

the smallest of lanes.  

 

Roger’s 250cc MZ took a dim view of the water 

splash in Huntington, but soon dried out and 

covered the remaining miles without blotting her 

copybook. Overnight rain had left streams at a 

higher level than normal, but the tracks, being stony, 

were fine. I would strongly recommend you try the 

track from Glasnant to Rhulen over Doctor’s Pool. 

 
 

Sunday Sep 6th – Worcester TT – Cob House, 

Worcester. (Organised by the Worcester section) 

This event aimed at Tiddlers and Three Wheelers 

(TT?) is based around 2 different 37 mile courses with 

the same start and finish point. It has proved to be a 

winning formula, attracting 42 entrants this year, 

Including 2 pre-1930 machines. Reg Eyres Sunbeam  

had to retire on the third hill due to lack of power, 

but Martin Hirst  made the journey up from Wiltshire 

with his 1918 Dart-Jap and by following the wrong 

group he ended up completing the Senior Course 

over the top of Clee Hill! He was awarded the “Spirit 

of the Worcester TT” trophy at the lunch stop in 

Tenbury.

 
Everyone seemed to enjoy the day and there were 

very few breakdowns. Look for this great event in the 

2021 calendar. 

  

Tuesday Sep 8th - Brunch ride-in - Seasons Café, 

Caersws SY17 5SA.  

Eight riders made it to the café, including Jon 

Hodges on his “Work-in-progress” Silk.  

 



 

 

Neil Owen’s beautiful 1957pre-unit 650cc Triumph 

Bonneville, definitely qualifies as “Eye Candy”.  

 
We hope to hear more about both these interesting 

machines in future issues. 

 

Thursday Sep 10th – “From Kington to Knighton - Mid-

Wales and the Borders ride 

A double figure turnout enjoyed a dry day and a 

scenic ride on the empty Mid-Wales roads. 

Bob Nutter and Martin Tattam brought their 

immaculate BSA’s all the way from Bedfordshire and 

had a great day out.  

Geoff McGladdery continued his “Adventures in 

Blunderland” Having broken his Triumph’s magneto, 

the evening before the ride, he picked up a 

puncture on his borrowed Serow – at least it kept 

everyone amused! 

 
Thanks to Neil Copestake and Roger Bibbings for 

doing the hard work and to John Munday for 

nipping home to bring us a new tube.  

Lunch at the Lakeside cafe in Llandrindod Wells was 

most enjoyable and brought back many happy 

memories of the Welsh 2-day Trial, which is based 

here. 

 
 

Wednesday, Sep 16th – H&H “Live-on-line” classic 

motorcycle auction. 

Wrong formula? Too many auctions? Not enough 

Bikes? Who knows, but the hard-working H&H team 

only managed to find 12 VMCC eligible bikes and 

only 3 of those sold on the day. This unremarkable 

1952 D1 Bantam made a solid £2,070, reflecting the 

enduring popularity of these humble machines. 

 
The 1981 Honda CBX 1000 made a strong £20,700, 

the top price of the day.  

 
It was a close race with the handsome 1927 500 cc 

Sunbeam Model 9 with a Swallow Sports sidecar 

attached, which made £18,740. 

 



 

 

FUTURE AND CONTINUING EVENTS  
Sunday 9th August – Sunday 27th September. - THE 

CWMPAS RIDE. 

There is still plenty of 

time to attempt 

“Cwmpas”. Pin badges 

and helmet/tool box 

stickers will be 

awarded to all finishers 

plus certificates for 

those achieving a 

“medal” standard. The 

cost to enter is £0 (yes 

zero!).  

Interest has been strong with several “Golds” 

already achieved. Llantwit Major’s Steven Leech 

has reached “Gold” standard on both “Compass” 

and “Cwmpas” on his Honda CB400T.  

 

Saturday Sept 19th – South Midland Autojumble - 

Ross-on-Wye Livestock Centre, HR9 7QQ  

Sad to report that this event has been cancelled. It 

would appear to have been a decision made by the 

site’s owners. 

 

Sunday Sep 20th – Café racer ride. Following the 

publication of the latest Government guidelines and 

the reluctance of cafes to offer us the flexibility we 

need, we have no option but to cancel this event. It 

wil be on our calendar again in 2021. 

 

Thursday September 24th – Brightwells Timed Online 

Auction of Classic Cars & Motorcycles 

As we go to press, excluding projects, there are just 

12 classic machines on offer, the most intriguing of 

which is this ex Dutch Military 1966 Triumph 3TA. 

 
Lurking amongst the cars is a 1947 Morgan “F” Super. 

These 1172cc Ford engined 3 wheelers could gallop 

along and make excellent tourers. On line bidding 

commences on Sep 21st. 

 
 

Saturday Sep 26th – 10:00 a.m. Sale of Vintage and 

Classic Motorcycles, spares, projects, collectables 

and petroliana – H.J. Pugh, Hazle Meadows Auction 

Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP. 

In vivid contrast to their competitors, Pugh’s are 

getting close to their target of 150 machines for this 

live auction. (Yes - that means you can actually turn 

up, look at the bikes and bid by raising your hand. 

As we have come to expect, there is something for 

everyone, but, having said that, it is rare to find a 

“Pioneer” bike in their catalogue. This largely 

complete 1910 200cc Humber will surely attra Bct 

collector interest. 

 
Two Red (could it be any other colour?) Moto Guzzis 

stand apart from the crowd.  

 



 

 

Take a long hard look in the mirror if you wouldn’t 

want to own this eccentric, baffling but 

beautiful,1950 350cc Moto Guzzi Falcone. 

 

If that looks a little too complicated, perhaps the 

clean classic lines of this  1961 Moto Guzzi Stronello 

Sport might be more appealing?  With its low weight 

and 8.5 HP engine this sporty, stylish 125 was said to 

be capable of reaching 70 mph. (probably with the 

aid of a following wind and the 5 stone rider flat out 

on the tank) 

If you don’t fancy splashing out the cash on a bike, 

there will be 400-500 lots of “spares, projects, 

collectables and petroliana” to sift hrough.  

You can read the full terms and conditions and see 

the complete catalogue on Pugh’s website.  

http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html 

 

Sunday Oct 4th – “Belt & Braces” run. The Cottage, 

Hartlands Hill, Minsterworth, Gloucester, GL2 8JY – 

start 10:30 a.m. 

Dennis Beale confirms that, (subject to even more 

draconian government guidelines), the event will 

take place. 

But  particpants must respect social distancing and 

limit riding groups to six. Masks should also be carried 

for use in situations where they are required and 

where it is difficult to maintian a social distance. 

Tea & coffee will be availble from 9.45am at the start 

and lunch will be at The Penny Farthing, Aston Crews 

(thanks to the assistance of the proprietors). 

Afternoon tea (and cakes if you are lucky) will be 

available at the "Bealesville" finish. Historically this 

event was run for pre ‘31 machines, but pre ’41 

Solos, "Pipsqueeks" (up to 200cc) and 3 wheelers up 

to1952 are now allowed. 

You need to advise Dennis if you are coming. You 

can contact him  on 01452 750424 (there is an 

answerphone) or by email - denbeale@gmail.com 

I can strongly recommend this run. You will see many 

older bikes being ridden in the way their makers 

intended. Help to make it an even better spectacle. 

 

Saturday Oct 10th and Sunday Oct 11th - The 40th 

Carole Nash International Classic MotorCycle Show, 

Stafford County Showground, Weston Rd, ST18 0BD. 

Despite the enforced cancellation of their Kempton 

Park Autojumble on Sep 12th, Mortons Media are still 

confident that this show will go ahead. I remain 

unconvinced that the show can be run under the 

latest Governmnet guidelines. 

It’s possible that Bonham’s may share my pessimism. 

With less than 1 month to go before their traditional 

Stafford Show auction they are listing less than 50 

machines. The usual figure would be closer to 500! 

Hiding amongst the Broughs and Vincents, this 

almost complete 1929 Cotton with its 496cc twin-

port JAP engine might attract local interest.

 

If you plan to attend the show, you will need to buy 

an advance E-ticket  as ticket numbers are limited 

and will NOT be available to purchase on the day. . 

If you wish to attend both days you must purchase 

a separate Saturday and Sunday ticket. All tickets 

will remain at the ‘advance’ rate of £13. If you hold 

a ticket or a stand booking for the cancelled Spring 

Show, I believe they will be honoured, but we would 

strongly recommend you contact the organisers as 

soon as possible.  

https://www.staffordclassicbikeshows.com/april/#7

s8d6f87 

 

Sunday 11th Oct – Waterfront Classic “Drive-in” day 

– 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. –  Merry Hill Centre, 

Waterfront Way, Brierley Hill, DY5 1XA. 

THE LATEST GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES MEAN 

http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html
mailto:denbeale@gmail.com
https://www.staffordclassicbikeshows.com/april/#7s8d6f87
https://www.staffordclassicbikeshows.com/april/#7s8d6f87


 

 

THAT THIS EVENT IS CANCELLED. Our sympathies 

are with David Spruce who had worked so hard to 

organise and promote it. 

 https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-Classic-

Drive-In-Sunday-11th-October-

113643207122137/?view_public_for=1136432071221
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Tuesday 13th Oct, 11:00, Brunch Ride-in. Kirsty's Café, 

New Street, Bishop's Castle, SY9 5DQ. Just meet up 

for Brunch (morning coffee if you prefer), choose 

your own route there and back. A great chance to 

meet up with old and new friends. 

 

UNDER £1000 
Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to 

run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and 

all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)  

A couple of interesting machines from “Gumtree” in 

this issue. This pretty Yamaha V50 step-thru dates 

from 1976. Despite some overenthusuastic 

“pimping” it still looks like it would be a nice bike to 

own. Allegedly with less than 1400 miles on the 

clock, this 50cc 2 stroke is offered at £995 – well 

below the asking price for a similar Honda Cub. 

 
If you’re looking for something with a bit more go, 

perhaps this 1988 GSX600F could be the answer. 

Showing just 28,000 miles on the clock, with a recent 

MOT and service plus a 2 months warranty, it is said 

to run & ride well and even without its front fairing, 

looks seriously good value for money at just £995. 

 
These 6 speed 86HP missiles could comfortably 

exceed 130 m.p.h. and rev to 11,000 rpm. Its quite 

scary just writing this! 
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual 

selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We 

have not verified any of the details vendors have used in 

their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility 

 

WHAT 3 WORDS 
Many of you, particlularly those who have tried 

plotting routes for the “Compass” and “Cwmpas” 

rides have been puzzled by our use of “What3words” 

as a method of identifying waypoint locatons.  

The system and the technology that supports it, was 

patented in 2013 and has been attracting users 

both private and corporate in growing numbers. It 

uses a grid of the world – yes that is the whole world 

including the sea - made up of squares of 3 metres 

by 3 metres. Each of these 3x3  metre squares has 

been given a unique address comprised of three 

words. The addresses are now available in 43 

languages.  

The world won’t end if you don’t ever use 

“what3words” and the other methods of identifying 

a location will still be in use for along time yet, but it 

is one of the most accurate and accessible systems 

we have encountered and is very simple to use. 

There is an app which you can downlaod, but to see 

how it works just follow this link, which should take 

you to the front door of the Moon at Mordiford! You 

can play around from there. 

https://what3words.com/revision.placidly.cared 

 

GO STEADY! 
A little thought to keep in the back of your mind 

when you’re hurtling down the lanes on a bike with 

low tech brakes “mature” reflexes and skinny tyres! 

 
 

THE COVID ERA 
Roger Bibbings, in addition to his role as our Section 

Secretary is also the Convenor of the VMCC’s 

“RAG” (Regulatory Advisory Group). Heavily 

involved in fighting the restrictions that Ultra-Low 

Emission Zone (ULEZ) policies have placed on older 

motor-cycles, Roger and RAG have more recently 

taken a leading role in “COMO” (The Coalition of 

Motorcycling Organisations), who’s membership 

consists of representatives from the Motorcycle 

Action Group (MAG), the Trail Riders Fellowship 

(TRF), the British Motorcyclists Federation (BMF), IAM 

RoadSmart, the Auto Cycle Union(ACU), the 

https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-Classic-Drive-In-Sunday-11th-October-113643207122137/?view_public_for=113643207122137
https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-Classic-Drive-In-Sunday-11th-October-113643207122137/?view_public_for=113643207122137
https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-Classic-Drive-In-Sunday-11th-October-113643207122137/?view_public_for=113643207122137
https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-Classic-Drive-In-Sunday-11th-October-113643207122137/?view_public_for=113643207122137
https://what3words.com/revision.placidly.cared


 

 

Triumph Owners’ Motorcycle Club (TOMCC) and 

Biker Down UK. COMO has the ear of the Secretary 

of State for Transport, Grant Shapps, Chris Law - 

Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Motorcycling 

Group (APMG), and the National Police Chiefs 

council. 

 

Roger has volunteeed this practical interpretation of 

the latest Government rules. 

 

“For recreational rides (trail, vintage, touring etc.) 

that used to exceed six riders, it is still possible to 

subdivide and/or stagger them. The main aim of 

public health authorities is to prohibit larger informal 

and unorganised gatherings (‘raves', house parties 

etc.) where uncontrolled interaction between 

participants from different bubbles takes place. 

There being more than six riders in motion on the 

highway at once is not an issue. It’s what happens 

at their start and finish points and at stopping points 

along the way 

AUTOJUMBLES 

Autojumbles, rallies, camping weekends, bike nights 

etc. (however well run) are probably going to be out 

for the time being I fear.     

For VMCC and TRF organised rides the main 

challenges remains what to do at 

refreshment/lunch stops.  In our Section we have 

been phoning ahead to see if venues can cope. We 

tend to eat outside and where people are from the 

same household they tend sit at bubbled tables 

anyway. 

For most rides, I would suggest, having a simple 

record of COVID safety expectations (in an Email to 

participants, for example) that will be sufficient to 

show there has been a risk assessment. 

MCC  EXETER TRIAL 

I am presently advising on COVID measures to be 

taken on the MCC’s 2021 Exeter Trial which is run 

under MSUK/ACU rules. As a bona fide sporting 

event that is exempt from the ‘Rule of Six’, this is 

proving more challenging, but we are confident 

that we can arrive at a suitable COVID safety case 

that will be accepted by the Local Authorities and 

police forces with whom we have to consult.” 

Roger Bibbings – Sept 16th 2020. 

 
Don’t forget your personal responsibility to protect 

yourself, your family and your friends by observing 

social distancing, wearing a face covering and 

washing your hands.  
  

MOTOSACOCHE and M.A.G. 
An article by Bill Danks 

“During last year’s Three-Wheeler Run I happened, 

foolishly, to drop it out to our erstwhile editor that 

when I restored my three-wheeler back in the 1980’s 

I had fitted it with a vee-twin 1100cc M.A.G. engine. 

Intrigued Geoff asked for more information and 

thought it would make the basis for an article in the 

future. 

Well guys and gals the future has arrived and don’t 

we know it! With time on my hands I decided to 

resurrect the M.A.G. motor and record my trials and 

tribulations during the process. 

 
 

ENGINE IN A BAG

 
This particular motor dates back to the late 1920’s 

but M.A.G. and its Swiss parent company, 



 

 

Motosacoche, go back to the turn of the century. 

The Defaux brothers, Henri and Armand dabbled in 

all matters of engineering and came up with a 

remarkable little power unit which could be 

attached to a standard bicycle. They sold like hot 

cakes and due to the covers which enclosed the 

motor they were marketed under the name of 

Motosacoche meaning simply ‘Engine in a bag’. 

BOTTOM END GRUNT 

The brothers left the company in 1909 and moved 

onto aeronautics, but the next Motosacoche design 

exercise was unusual in that it produced a valve 

configuration which would be used commercially 

for the next 60 years. It was a compromise between 

the then traditional side valve and the new-fangled 

higher performance overhead valve, the I.O.E, inlet 

over exhaust format. Combine that with ‘long 

stroke’ dimensions and heavy flywheels and 

Motosacoche had produced a splendid low 

revving motor with loads of bottom-end grunt.  

IDEAL FOR 3-WHEELERS 

 In their day Motosacoche motorcycles were the 

Swiss equivalent of our Brough Superior. They were 

fitted with the finest of equipment and gained a 

splendid reputation for quality and reliability to such 

an extent that other manufacturers throughout 

Europe were queuing up to buy their engines, 

particularly in vee-twin. It proved to be ideal for 

lugging sidecars and three-wheelers. 

COPIED BY ROVER? 

 

Demand was so great that Motosacoche set up 

M.A.G. as an engine producing subsidiary with 

factories in Swizerland, France and Italy.  

British motorcycle manufacturers offering M.A.G. 

power units in their catalogues included Ariel, 

Brough Superior, Humber, Matchless, Royal Enfield 

and Rover. Whether by accident, design or 

reputation Rover perpetuated the I.O.E. concept in 

their four-wheelers from the early 30’s well into the 

60’s.  

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 In the 1920’s, Motosacoche developed an 

overhead camshaft racing engine which was raced 

successfully by Brookland’s stars Dougal Marchant 

and Bert Le Vack. In 1928 Birmingham born Wal 

Handley of Brookland’s BSA Gold Star fame won the 

350 and 500 European Championships for 

Motosacoche.  

LOST INTEREST? 

Sadly the company, probably due the prevailing 

economic situation at the time, appear to have lost 

some enthusiasm for motorcycles and turned their 

attention towards the supply of M.A.G. stationary 

power units. Ironically Meetons (formerly Meeton 

and Ward, the once huge supplier of all things 

Villiers,) can supply you today with a brand new ‘off 

the shelf’ Swiss made M.A.G. engine! 

 

A  M.A.G. POWERED 3-WHEELER 

  Returning to my water-cooled 1100cc example, ok 

it resembles a stationary engine, but they were very 

popular in the 1920’s with the likes of Morgan and 

New Hudson for their three-wheelers particularly the 

family models with two speed gearboxes where 

torque was king. My example was 60 years old and 

went very well, in fact too well. Firstly the drive side 

crankcase casting developed huge radial cracks 

and despite the best efforts of the then Bristol 

Section members Sam Cox and Wally Flew and all 

the technology of the British Aerospace night shift a 

welding solution could not be found. Fortunately an 

old scrambling mate from the 1960’s, Frank Hipkin of 

Sprite fame, still had casting facilities and came to 

my rescue. I built up the original case with P38 filler 

giving Frank a contraction allowance and added 

four radial fins for good measure. Frank, bless him, 

did the business and I carried out the machining 

operations.

 
  Motor rebuilt and all went well until the top of one 

of the cast iron pistons, complete with its piston rings, 

detached itself from the skirt and flew safely up the 

bore and remained there giving me a 550cc single 

and a leisurely but difficult journey home. Well let’s 

be honest they had whizzed up and down many 

times in the past 60 years!  

THE WELLWORTHY CATALOGUE 

Now 82mm cast iron pistons for M.A.G. motors were 

as rare as rocking horse droppings so in desperation 

I turned to my old faithful Wellworthy piston 

catalogue. Low and behold BSA M20 pistons at 

82mm provided an alternative so I hot footed it over 

to George Yeoman’s at Drayton Mill and by pure 

luck George had recently bought a ruck of ex-WD 

spares and was only too pleased to put a pair of 

new pistons still wrapped in greaseproof paper my 

way. 



 

 

 
From memory I had to shorten the length of their 

skirts and re-bush the little ends to reduce them 

down to the size of the M.A.G. gudgeon pins but I 

was just so lucky solving that problem. 

SPLASH AND DASH DRIP FEED 

 Back on the road with pistons two thirds the weight 

of the cast iron originals and the balance factor 

fortunately unaffected, the three-wheeler simply 

flew. It had lost none of its grunt and revved well 

passed it usual 2500 r.p.m. limit………… but then 

another serious problem surfaced.  

The Achilles heel of M.A.G. motors is the ‘splash and 

dash’ drip-feed oiling system and therefore there is  

no positive lubrication to the plain phosphor bronze 

big end and main bearings so in no time the crank 

and con-rods were rattling around inside the 

crankcase. 

“CHUCK IT AWAY AND FIT A JAP” 

  While I was thinking of a solution to this problem it 

just so happened I was machining some castings for 

one of George Bullock of Little Witley’s Scott 

collection. In conversation it transpired that in the 

1950’s George had successfully raced, sprinted and 

hill climbed Morgans so I dropped it out about the 

M.A.G’s lubrication problem. George’s response 

was, ‘chuck it away and fit a J.A.P. motor’. Easier 

said than done George, but to my consternation he 

offered me his stock of redundant Morgan and 

J.A.P. spares then residing in a shed at the bottom 

of his mom’s garden in Hallow. The shed had 

collapsed but the van load of George’s rusty stock 

was an incredible find and was enough, with 

Morganeer Brian Clutterbuck’s help, to put together 

the 50⁰ J.A.P motor which has been ‘in situ’ for the 

last 30 years and has given incredible service.   

 
LANGUISHING IN A CORNER 

The M.A.G. was abandoned and languished in a 

corner of my workshop for the next 30 years until 

these ‘trying times’ arrived and resurrection 

commenced. Firstly I took a ‘knackered’ J.A.P. 

crankpin and reground it, including the flywheel 

tapers, to accept ¼ x ¼ rollers inside the hardened 

inner diameters of the con-rods and then machined 

the crankcases to accept roller races which I 

sourced from my old friends at Orbit Bearings of 

Cradley in The Black Country.  

As you can see the motor is complete, spins easily 

with all its roller races, and is ready for installation. As 

you will probably note, by their diameters, the valve 

springs will certainly act as the necessary valve 

limiter!  

WHO NEEDS SYMMETRY? 

As an aside many years ago, through the VMCC 

journal, a guy requested a left-hand M.A.G. 

cylinder. Well I had a spare in stock but it was a 

500cc not the 550cc he was seeking. Undeterred he 

took it away and I bumped into him at an auto-

jumble ten years later and asked if he’d managed 

to source a 550cc cylinder. His reply astonished me. 

He’d not bothered to source a 550 item as the 

M.A.G. was running perfectly and seemed quite 

happy with a 550 on one side and a 500 on the 

other!!!”        

 

  Updates and other stuff can be 

found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire 

section. Feel free to add your views.  


